identification with Jewishness goes well beyond this sort of temporary expedient, so that, taken together, they form a sub-genre of post-war Jewish fiction. 13 Perhaps the most famous example in fiction of a Gentile who mistakes himself for a Jew is Frank Alpine in Bernard Malamud's The Assistant. Malamud, like most of his contemporaries, disliked the term Jewish-American writer, finding it "schematic and reductive" and insisting "I'm an American, I'm a Jew, and I write for all men." 14 Typically, "American" takes precedence over "Jew" when Malamud defines his identity. In interviews, he consistently argues that the Jewishness of his writing, far from indicating a parochial ethnicity, actually reflects a desire to transcend the particular and peculiar and deal with the general and universal: "I try to see the Jew as universal man … The Jewish drama is prototypic, a symbol of the fight for existence in the highest possible human terms." 15 This universalist, humanist view of Jewishness is articulated in The Assistant by Morris Bober, the Jewish grocer whose assistant the Gentile Frank Alpine becomes.
Having worked at Bober's side for some time (partly to atone for his role in a robbery in which his accomplice had beaten Bober, and partly because of a growing attachment to the grocer's daughter, Helen), his casual, unreflective anti-Semitism gradually modulating into a more thoughtful curiosity, Alpine finally raises the issue of Jewish identity with Bober: "What I like to know is what is a Jew anyway?" 16 This theme unsettles the grocer somewhat, and he struggles to find answers to Frank's questions, frequently having recourse to the rather abstract notion of a respect for "the That Alpine's relationship to Bober is not so much assistant (pace the novel's title) as substitute, or surrogate, is signalled from the outset. In one of the first conversations they have, Bober reflects sadly to himself that "I am sixty and he talks like me" 17 and he is soon warning Alpine, with proleptic irony, "A young man without a family is free. Don't do what I did," 18 but when Bober collapses with pneumonia, Alpine symbolically removes the grocer's apron and puts it (like an albatross) round his neck.
The Jew lay white and motionless on the couch. Frank gently removed his apron. Draping the loop over his own head, he tied the tapes around him. "I need the experience," he muttered. 19 The connotations of "experience" here -encompassing both Alpine's practical need for knowledge of retailing and his moral and spiritual desire to assume Bober's familial responsibilities, to prove himself worthy of bearing Bober's emotional, spiritual and financial burdens -are extended when Bober later suffers a relapse and dies suddenly.
At the funeral, the Rabbi's eulogy restates Bober's definition of Jewishness in pluralist terms: "'There are many ways to be a Jew ... Morris Bober was to me a true Jew because he lived in the Jewish experience, which he remembered, and with the Jewish heart."' 20 Just as Bober's own explanation of Jewishness raised more questions than it answered, so here what the Rabbi means precisely by "the Jewish experience" and "the Jewish heart" is not entirely clear. For Alpine, however, the funeral is a defining moment. During the ceremony, he falls into the grocer's open grave, thereby symbolically asserting his right to Bober's patrimony, and when the grieving mother and daughter return home, it is no surprise either to them or to the reader that the old grocer's place has been taken by him: "As they toiled up the stairs they heard the dull cling of the register in the store and knew the grocer was the one who had danced on the grocer's coffin." 21 The impression of patriarchal succession is reinforced here by the fact that both men are referred to not by name, but, generically, by profession. Of course the phrase "danced on the grocer's coffin" is more suggestive of triumph over a rival than of redemptive suffering on his behalf, and certainly there is an implicit element of primal conflict in the relationship between the men: though they have an instinctive sympathy for each other, there is also mutual distrust. Yet, finally, it is difficult to see
Alpine's conversion to Judaism (which is related, abruptly, in the final paragraph of the novel) as anything other than a -paradoxically quasi-Christian attempt -to do penance for his past wrongs by adopting not just Bober's family, but also his ethical values, signified by his Jewishness, "One day in April Frank went to the hospital and had himself circumcised. For a couple of days he dragged himself around with a pain between his legs. The pain enraged and inspired him. After Passover he became a
Jew." 22 These wrongs now include the rape of Helen, whose bitter reproach ("Afterward, she cried, 'Dog -uncircumcised dog!'" 23 ), coupled with his disgust at his sense of his own (unrestrained, Gentile) sexuality, arguably contributes as much as any spiritual revelation to Alpine's metamorphosis (so that the circumcision is a self-inflicted punishment, a self-emasculation, as well as a declaration of religious intent). By the end of the novel, certainly, Frank's attitude towards Helen seems more paternalistic than amorous: his most cherished goal is, apparently, no longer to seduce or even to marry her, but to earn the money to send her to college (something that Bober had tried, and failed, to do). If, as Malamud has suggested, "Jewish history [... is] a metaphor for the fate of all men," then Alpine's conversion would seem to represent the consummation of his moral journey from disaffected, self-pitying, selfloathing delinquency to industrious, altruistic, responsible respectability. 24 In embracing Judaism, Alpine is realizing (both in the sense of recognizing, and fulfilling) his own humanity: the fact that Bober is frequently referred to as "the Jew"
reinforces the impression that this is a novel that operates more on a metaphorical than a literal level of signification.
In these humanist terms, Alpine's transformation from anti-Semite to Jew is a rite of passage: Alpine rejects his immature hostility and prejudice towards others, learning to accept his essential kinship with them, their common humanity. For
Sartre, however, the attraction of humanism for Jewish intellectuals was precisely that it enabled them to deny their difference (that is, their Jewishness). Alpine's acceptance of his responsibilities may well seem characteristic of the authentic Jew;
then again, if we see the conversion as an internalization of his anti-Semitism (that is, by becoming a Jew, Alpine justifies his own self-hatred, because in the eyes of the anti-Semite the Jew, by virtue of his Jewishness, is a legitimate object of hatred) then he comes to resemble the inauthentic Jew whose attempts to deny his own Jewishness only confirm it, and his conversion comes to seem less like a celebration of newfound humanity and more like an act of grim resignation, or even masochism. The novel opens with a symbolic episode in which Newman, whose name is carefully chosen for its racial ambiguity (in that it might or might not be a Jewish name) and for its emblematically American resonance (in that it alludes to the American myth of itself as a new Eden, in which a new man is born), 27 is woken in the night by the sounds of a fracas in the street and a voice shouting "'Police!"' 28 Rather than calling 911, however, he ignores the woman's cries for help, reasoning that "she could take care of herself because she was used to this sort of treatment.
Puerto Ricans were, he knew." 29 Newman's prejudice, it soon becomes clear, is not confined to Puerto Ricans.
As part of his job -recruiting secretarial staff for a large corporation -he routinely sifts out any Jewish applicants at the behest of the management. However, Newman is literally as well as metaphorically (which is to say, morally) myopic and when he lets one slip through the net, he is summarily reprimanded for his oversight and ordered to get a pair of glasses. 30 Ironically, it turns out that his reluctance to do so stems from the conviction that wearing glasses makes him look Jewish. When he is forced by these events at work to buy a pair, he comes home, tries them on, and his worst fears are confirmed:
In the mirror in his bathroom, the bathroom he had used for nearly seven years, he was looking at what might very properly be called the face of a Jew. A Jew, in effect, had gotten into his bathroom. 31 Newman's initial response to this sense of self-alienation (it is his own reflection that he sees, but his own face now seems to be the face of another, an intruder, an impostor) is to reaffirm his Gentile identity by resuming his anti-Semitic practices at work with renewed zeal. Whilst conducting interviews to replace the Jewish girl, Newman encounters a candidate, Gertrude Hart, whom he decides is Jewish; he tries to dismiss her, but she becomes increasingly indignant, until the tables are turned and he becomes convinced that she believes him to be Jewish.
Thoroughly discomfited, both by the implied accusation in her behaviour, and by a strong sexual attraction for her, which he struggles to master, Newman finds that he cannot defend himself:
he could not say he was not Jewish without colouring the word with his repugnance for it, and thus for her. And in his inability to speak, in his embarrassment she seemed to see conclusive proof, and strangely -quite insanely -he conceded that it was almost proof. For to him Jew had always meant impostor... He was sitting there in the guilt of the fact that the evil nature of the Jews and their numberless deceits, especially their sensuous lust for women ... all were reflections of his own desires with which he had invested them. For this moment he knew it and perhaps never again, for in this moment her eyes had made a Jew of him... 32 When he looked at his own reflection in the bathroom mirror, Newman tried to displace his feelings of self-hatred, seeing the Jew looking back at him as an interloper who had, somehow, inexplicably, "gotten into his bathroom," but when he sees his own (suspicions of her) Jewishness mirrored in Gertrude Hart's eyes, he recognizes himself as the impostor -and therefore, by association, as Jewish.
Moreover, he is forced, momentarily, to recognize that the "evil nature" of the Jews, as he has hitherto understood it, is no more than a projection of these feelings of selfhatred. In this novel, published a year before Sartre's Anti-Semite and Jew, Miller anticipates Sartre's belief that Jewish identity is in the eye of the (anti-Semitic) beholder: Hart's hostile scrutiny makes a Jew out of Newman. In this instance, Newman's own anti-Semitism is reflected back at him, so that his hatred of the Other becomes hatred of himself. Whereas Sander Gilman argues that "the first key to the structure of self-hatred … is how Jews see the dominant society seeing them and how they project their anxiety about this manner of being seen onto other Jews as a means of externalizing their own status anxiety", here Newman's fear of being seen as a Jew is projected onto Hart, whose own fear of being seen as a Jew is projected onto Newman, so that their mutual (self-) hatred binds them together in a cycle of selffulfilling paranoia. 33 Newman is sacked from his job, refused an alternative post in another company, and berated by a fellow-passenger on the subway ("'You people! When are you going to learn your manners?'" 34 ), all clearly as a result of the fact that he now "looks Jewish," his racist conviction that Jews can be identified by their appearance is both confirmed and undermined: confirmed in that others now see in his Newman's appearance could be brought about by a pair of glasses (formerly recognized as unimpeachably Gentile, he is now universally mistaken for a Jew), but it is the premise on which the entire action of the novel is built. If Miller's didactic purpose is to be achieved, disbelief must be suspended (as it is in the Superman comic strip -also, incidentally 36 , devised by Jews -in which no one notices Clark Kent's resemblance to the man of steel when he's out of costume and in a pair of spectacles).
Newman next finds employment at a company that is partly Jewish-owned, where he encounters Gertrude Hart again. Meeting her in this new context (he is now the interviewee, she the interviewer), he quickly revises his opinion of her.
Her loud way of talking no longer seemed offensive. He felt rather that it was forthright, and where it had then indicated crudeness now it bespoke a contempt for evasions. As a Jewess she had seemed dressed in cheap taste, too gaudily. But as a gentile he found her merely colourful in the same dress...As a Jewess she had seemed vitriolic and pushy…but now... He could not understand how he had ever mistaken her. There was nothing about her that was Jewish. Nothing. That the very same characteristics could seem both damningly Jewish and attractively Gentile to Newman is proof of the arbitrariness of such identifications, and yet Newman is not the first, nor the last, of Hart's acquaintances to mistake her for a Jew.
The fact that both Newman and Hart are Gentiles whom others mistake for Jews (and who mistake each other for Jews) may seem rather implausible but, again, it is a necessary expedient for Miller if he is successfully to dramatize the different responses that such a situation might provoke. The two begin a relationship, get married, and settle into a conventional suburban existence, but it soon becomes clear that they have been identified as targets by the Christian Front, an anti-Semitic organization active in the neighbourhood. Despite Newman's appeals to his next-door neighbour, Front activist and erstwhile friend, Fred, to intervene on his behalf, a campaign of intimidation begins to gather momentum, and Hart insists that the only way for Newman to identify himself unequivocally as a Gentile is to participate in the anti-Semitic activities of the Front himself. Torn between increasing distaste for their bigotry (they organize a boycott of the store owned by the only local Jew, Finkelstein, to which Newman queasily adheres) and fear of being its victim, Newman reluctantly agrees to attend one of their public meetings. In the event, however, he is violently ejected from the hall, when a fascist sitting next to him denounces him as a Jew, because he fails to applaud the speakers and, again, because of his appearance ("'He's a Jew ... Can't you see he's a Sammy?"' the man exclaims 38 ). Incredulous at this latest ignominy, Newman reflects on the injustice of it all:
They had to understand that he was Laurence Newman of a family named Newman which had come from Aldwych, England, in the year 1861, and that he had pictures at home showing his baptism and ... he could explain how he had been employed for more than twenty years by one of the most antiSemitic corporations in America ... 39 There is a sort of grim humour operating here at Newman's expense (note the absurdity of his misplaced pride at having been "employed...by one of the most antiSemitic corporations in America"), but also a pathos in his desperate, futile, incongruous fantasy of displaying family portraits of his baptism to the racist thugs at the Front rally.
On his way home, dishevelled and distressed, Newman encounters
Finkelstein, who attempts to engage him in conversation about the Front. Newman affects a lofty detachment, yet soon begins to realize that he is actually in a worse position than Finkelstein, because he is just as vulnerable to attack, yet he cannot accept the reality of this situation, as the Jew can, because he continues to be two people -the Gentile whom he was once acknowledged to be, and the Jew whom he is now taken to be. The strain of this dual identity -of attempting to reconcile his old self with his "secret new personality" now haunts his every action, imbues his every gesture with that painful self-consciousness that Sartre describes as characteristic of Jewishness:
He could no longer simply enter a restaurant and innocently sit down to a meal. …he found himself speaking quite softly, always wary of any loudness in his tone. Before reaching for something on the table, he first unconsciously made sure that he would not knock anything over. When he spoke he kept his hands under the table, although he had always needed gestures…to destroy any impression of tightfistedness, he left larger tips than he used to...The things he had done all his life as a gentile, the most innocent habits of his person, had been turned into the tokens of an alien and evil personality, a personality that was slowly, he felt, implacably being foisted upon him. And wherever he went he was trying to underplay that personality, discarding it in every way he knew while at the same time denying that he possessed it. 40 By this late stage in the novel, Newman is moving towards the position of the Jew who wishes to assimilate but cannot because of his own and others' continued awareness of his Jewishness. The constant second-guessing, the over-interpretation of Gertrude Hart when he thought she was Jewish, become endearing when he realizes that she isn't). The complication with Newman is that he is now both anti-Semite and Jew, so that in him Sartre's dichotomy breaks down, and in place of symbiosis we get synthesis. Seeing himself -this Jewish new man -through the eyes of his old Gentile, anti-Semitic self, Newman realizes that, just as he ignored the Puerto Rican woman's cries for help, so, when the Front come to get him, his neighbours will turn a blind eye: "They would not come out because he would be a Jew in their eyes, and therefore guilty. Somehow, in some unsayable way, guilty." 41 Just as the signifiers of Jewishness are represented as at once indeterminate and manifest, so the guilt of the Jew is inexplicable and yet incontrovertible, "unsayable" and yet ungainsayable. In fact, it is precisely because the anti-Semite's conviction of the Jew's guilt is irrational that it cannot be disputed: arguments can be met by counter-arguments, but prejudice and superstition are immune to debate.
When Newman eventually is attacked, it prompts him, in the final scene of the novel, to report the incident to the police, representing himself as a Jewish victim of anti-Semitic violence (or rather not correcting the policeman when he makes that assumption). As he does so, he "felt as though he were setting down a weight which for some reason he had been carrying and carrying." 42 Having spent most of the novel defying and denying the Jewishness that he and others have located in him, Newman ultimately resigns himself to it, if he does not quite embrace it. Like Frank Alpine, however, the suspicion remains that Newman's belated identification of himself as a
Jew is as much a consummation of his self-loathing as a rejection of it. Whereas
Alpine is weighed down by his new identity ("he dragged himself around with a pain between his legs"), Newman is liberated by it, but for both men their conversions seem more like penitential acts of moral solidarity than affirmations of belief. Like
The Assistant, then, Focus ends with a formerly anti-Semitic Gentile redefining himself as a Jew. In Emily Prager's novel, Eve's Tattoo, however, this process is replayed in reverse.
Prager is one of a growing number of prominent young American-Jewish women writers of fiction, but unlike many of her contemporaries she is not to be found in any anthologies or bibliographical sourcebooks of Jewish fiction, 43 and she tends to be reticent on the subject of her Jewishness (preferring to emphasize her upbringing as Texan baptist In one sense, Eve's decision to preserve the memory of the woman in the photograph by having the tattoo done is clearly an implied rebuke to this glamourization of Nazism, and the austerity of the tattoo itself (the numbers 500123, "squiggly, done in a hurry ... That's just how I want them" 47 ) acts as a sort of antidote to the ornate, eroticized imagery of the Nazi tattoo. Most importantly for Eve, however, the tattoo is indelible. Explaining her actions later that day to an incredulous and indignant Charles, Eve explains herself by pointing out that:
in a very few years...the people who lived through the Third Reich will all be dead. And when the people who experienced an event are no longer walking the planet, it's as if that event never existed at all. There'll be books and museums and monuments, but things move so fast now, the only difference between fantasy and history is living people. I'm going to keep Eva alive. She'll go on living, here, with me.
Living in a trivializing and trivialized society preoccupied with ephemeral matters (a world whose values are revealed by the initial responses to Eve's tattoo), 49 Eve hopes that her tattoo will connect her with a time and place when more was at stake and will act as "the emblem of a different perspective." 50 However, there is more involved here than a mid-life crisis. Eve's tattoo is to serve a didactic purpose:
"'people will ask me about this tattoo and I'm going to tell them tales, based on facts from my reading, tales specially chosen for them, so they can identify, so they can learn."' 51 This is no sudden whim: Eve has been studying the Nazi regime for some time now (to the distaste and incomprehension of Charles) and her research has led
her not just to revise her view of this period of European history, but to question her own previous complacency:
in the forty-five years since the war, Americans had simplified the hideous phenomenon that was the Third Reich, tying it up into a neat package labeled: MAD HITLER -KILLED JEWS. Eve had done that herself. For years she read histories and witness accounts, and, though she found them profoundly disturbing, she always had an out. turns out, was himself born Jewish but had later converted and been confirmed into the Catholic church. When Eve discovers this, she assumes that it explains his implacable hostility to her tattoo (he leaves her because of it): as a Jew himself he must regard her actions as presumptuous and offensive, a "bizarre overidentification," an affront to those, like himself, whose connection to concentration camp victims was familial rather than conceptual, real rather than imagined. 56 As it turns out, however, Charles' family history is rather murkier than Eve had imagined: his parents had been collaborators -"catchers" of fellow Jews for the Nazis -and Charles' resentment of Eve's interest in the Nazis has more to do with his own guilty self-hatred than with scepticism about her entitlement to, or motivation for, the tattoo. forms with the woman in the photograph, a relationship that gradually takes over her life: "Her alliance with 500123, the woman she called Eva, was the strongest bond she had ever formed." 59 Although two of the women in Eve's tales (those already mentioned) turn out to be Jewish, the other three Evas are not, and indeed the real woman in the photograph, it emerges, was a devout Gentile follower of Hitler, imprisoned as a result of the activities of her insubordinate sons, and subsequently tattooed and executed at Auschwitz as the result of an administrative error.
Just as the revelation of Charles' history subverts Eve's (and the reader's)
expectations, so with the historical Eva things turn out "different [sic] than either of them Eve and Charles had imagined, 180 degrees different." 60 Yet in a sense, the fact that the real Eva was an anti-Semite rather than a Jew makes Eve's identification with her more authentic, rather than less so. Although Eve's radical act of remembrance seems at first to be a classic case of a Gentile mistaking herself for a Jew (and in fact she does try to pass herself off as a Jew when questioned by a member of the audience for one of her stories), as the novel proceeds her quintessential nonJewishness (together with the inevitable accompanying anti-Semitism) reasserts itself in disturbing ways.
When she first discovers that Charles is Jewish, certain of his characteristics seem suddenly to be illuminated, retrospectively:
And then there was that earthiness about him, a hotness that up until now she had ascribed to Catholicism. She had thought, perhaps, he had Italian or Irish blood, some genetic drop that made the difference. But no, she thought, he's Jewish. Jew) has given way to her unwitting, accidental connection to it (in the form of Charles, the Jew she mistakes for a Gentile). That Charles is an "inauthentic", selfhating Jew whose determination to reject his Jewishness has been as fervent as Eve's desire to fabricate hers only complicates matters further. 65 Perhaps the most disquieting aspect of the ending, however, is the question that is not posed at all, even implicitly: namely, how is Eve to survive without her tattoo and all that it has come to represent for her? After all, for much of the novel Eve allows her (re)construction(s) of Eva to take over her life, to the extent that her own identity becomes indistinguishable from (the various) Eva's. While she believes that Eva may be Jewish, Eve effectively adopts the role of the authentic Jew, asserting her claim to memorialize her suffering in the face of ignorance, bewilderment and scepticism, if not disdain, but once she discovers that she has mistaken Eva (herself) for a Jew, this claim (like the tattoo) vanishes without trace. Although she sets out simply to tell these women's stories, she ends up, as we have seen, having internal dialogues with them. In fact, it is no exaggeration to suggest that, for much of the novel, Eve appears to be suffering from a form of schizophrenia: "Eve had begun to talk to Eva in her mind. Their relationship had progressed from remembrance to cohabitation, from the past to the present." 66 Indeed, the overriding sense in all three of the novels I have been discussing is that Gentiles who mistake themselves for Jews do just that (they err, they delude themselves) because Jewishness is, arguably, not something that can be acquired. In fact I would suggest that the protagonist in each of these novels displays psychopathological symptoms not unlike those described by Oliver Sacks in his book Certainly, guilt is a crucial motivating factor in all the conversions: Frank Alpine's guilt for having taken part in the robbery of Bober's store (and later for having stolen from him and raped his daughter); Laurence Newman's guilt for his cowardly complicity in the racist activities of the Christian Front, and Eve's guilt for being of German ancestry. For all these figures, identifying themselves with, and as Jews, is an attempt to expiate this guilt: the guilt of anti-Semitism.
That there was, in the aftermath of the Second World War, a sense of collective guilt on the part of many Gentiles (or at least their political representatives)
for the Holocaust is undeniable: the establishment of the state of Israel would have been impossible without it. 70 Yet none of these novels deals with the events of the Holocaust directly: Eve's Tattoo touches on it incidentally, but is more concerned with the seductive and insidious power of Nazi ideology, in particular its hold over German women; Focus, though set during the war, makes no reference to the plight of European Jews, while The Assistant, as Philip Roth has observed, is a curiously ahistorical novel, apparently taking place in "a timeless depression and a placeless Lower East Side." 71 If, as Sander Gilman argues, "self-hatred results from the outsider's acceptance of the mirage of themselves generated by their reference group -that group in society which they see as defining them -as a reality," then the silence of these authors on the subject of the Holocaust might be seen as evasiveness, a sign of Sartrean inauthenticity. 72 On the other hand, in an era when what has been called the "Holocaust industry" has become big business, their reticence might more charitably be explained as an authentic refusal to appropriate the suffering of others. 73 For, as Alain Finkielkraut points out, self-hatred can just as easily manifest itself in a glib overidentification with, and exploitation of, Jewish suffering, as in a desire to minimize it, or deny it altogether:
Others had suffered and I, because I was their descendant, harvested all the moral advantage…I did not deliberately turn the catastrophe i.e. the Holocaust to the shallow ends of self-aggrandizement…But…I owed to the bond of blood this intoxicating power to confuse myself with the martyrs. 
